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SAKRED collection

Karim Rashid named his unique collection SAKRED because it is based
on the sacred geometry of forms. He created his glass “sculptures” using

the perfect, pure symmetry of cylinder and cone — the forms he considers
as the most universal ones. The artist refers to them as the shapes

which hide a soul inside.

The harmony of proportions makes  SAKRED an extraordinarily noble
collection which emanates sublime elegance. The glassware assumes

refined beauty and unique style.

The collection deserves to be viewed as incredibly modern owing
to an intriguing combination of regular shapes and unique colors.

The designer reckons that distinct contours and colors fill everyday life
with a feeling of strength, stability and purity, which is precisely

what one expects from contemporary design.

SAKRED is a limited glassware line which perfectly matches
the overall body of work by Karim Rashid – one of the best creators
in global design. The perfect, pure form is a hallmark of the works

by that timeless artist.



Karim Rashid is one of the most recognized creators in global design.
Over 4000 completed projects and several hundred awards in more than

40 countries prove Karim’s ability to cross borders and set trends.
His works are featured in 20 permanent collections of the most famous art galleries
in the world such as Brooklyn Museum of Art, MoMA and The Centre Pompidou.

  
The awards received by the artist include Red Dot, Chicago Athenaeum

Good Design, Pentawards and IDSA Industrial Design Excellence. He holds
the honorary doctorate of Carleton University, Pratt Institute, OCAD in Toronto,

British Institute of Interior Design and Corcoran College of Art & Design.
 

In 2018, Karim Rashid began cooperation with KROSNO GLASS,
which created a new brand: KROSNO D’SIGN. SAKRED is the artist’s

first collection designed especially for the brand. It is premiered
during AMBIENTE 2019.







KROSNO GLASS is an icon of Polish functional glassware.
Products from Krosno are valued for their exceptional quality and design.

The emphasis placed by the brand on each detail for nearly 100 years
has earned it the leading position on the market.

The excellent products stem from a combination of unique design,
artistry and state-of-the-art technological solutions. Due to its unrivalled

transparency, the glass manufactured in Krosno is known
as “lead-free crystal”.

KROSNO GLASS items come both from mass production
and manual manufacture. More than 60% of them are exported to over

60 countries such as Australia, Mexico, the USA or Japan,
where they enjoy wide recognition.

KROSNO GLASS values professionalism and knowledge of global trends.
Therefore, it cooperates with the greatest designers, who create special

collections under a new brand: KROSNO D’SIGN. First of them
is world-class artist Karim Rashid, who designed his own glass collection

called SAKRED. 



HANDMADE

SAKRED
CARAFE 
W097806100000051
H 265 mm     122 mm       1000 ml   33.8 oz





HANDMADE

SAKRED
DESSERT BOWL
W07C445020000051
H 100 mm     120 mm 





HANDMADE

SAKRED
CANDLEHOLDER 
W204617008500021
H 85 mm     80 mm





HANDMADE

SAKRED
FRUIT BOWL
W195864025000031
H 100 mm     250 mm





www.krosno.com
dsign.krosno.com

Sketches of the collection by Karim Rashid | Karim Rashid portrait by Oscar Valle (cover) and Lupe de la Vallina
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